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From the European Landscape Convention:
1. "Landscape" means an area, as perceived by people, whose 

character is the result of the action and interaction of natural 
and/or human factors;

2. "Landscape protection" means actions to conserve and maintain 
the significant or characteristic features of a landscape, justified by 
its heritage value derived from its natural configuration and/or from 
human activity;
• The created landscape can be an industrial heritage that was 

created after certain human activities, for example, after the 
construction of the railway infrastructure. This could be put in the 
category of: "historical communication landscape".

• The aim of this paper (and the related project) is how to evaluate 
and protect industrial and architectural heritage.



Cycle tourism 
• There are about 2,8 billion cycle trips in Europe per 
year (for tourism and recreation purposes),

• There are about 900 million people in Europe per 
year who go on vacation by bicycle, 

• Of the total annual income from tourism in EU (55 
billion Euro), about 9 billion Euro are realised in cycle 
tourism, or about 16%

• More than 30% of all cycle tourism trips are 
international (about 270 millions per year)

Source: European Cyclists Federation, www.ecf.com 

http://www.ecf.com/


Abandoned rails as a new touristic source (world’s examp.)

• In the province of Ontario (Canada), from the total of 15,000 km of 
railways, about 2,800 km are abandoned and 300 km are transformed 
into green ways.

• In England, in 1990, about 600 km of railways were abolished and 
turned into green ways.

• In the USA, 240 railways (22,827 km) were abandoned and around 
2,400 km was converted into "rail trails".

• In Northern Ireland, about 960 km of railways have been turned into 
green ways.

• In Portugal, 733 km of railways have been abandoned and turned into 
trails.

• In Germany there are 5020 km of green trails on abandoned rails.

Source: Julius Gorys et al. ”The Acquisition of Abandoned Railway Rights of Way“, 
International Right of way Association, Octobar 1993.



Concept of Green Ways

According to the definition:

• Greenways are communication routes reserved exclusively for non-motorised journeys ,
      developed in an integrated manner which enhances both the environment and quality of 
      life of the surrounding area.     
• These routes should meet satisfactory standards of width, gradient, and surface condition 

to ensure that they are both user-friendly and low -risk for users of all abilities. 
• In this respect, canal towpaths and disused railway lines are a highly suitable resource for 

the development of greenways.

Source:



Examples from the world and the region



Example from B&H and Croatia – Cycling through history – “ĆIRO”



Example from Italy, Slovenia and Croatia 



It is particularly popular in France and South Korea (there are several hundred  
thousands tourists per year on some sections)

Railways where the rails are held – “rail bike” or “velo – 
rail”



HaTachana – old station in Tel Avivu (Israel) 

Examples of transferred railway stations from the world



Examples of transformed railway stations in B&H and the region

Zavala

Banja Luka                                                 Požega                                                          Užice



Project: “Transforming abandoned railways into green
ways in Serbia”

• The project was financed by the Ministry of Transport of the Republic of Serbia 
(2015/2016)

• Several hundred kilometers of railways were analyzed in more than 30 
municipalities

• The physical state of the infrastructure, objects, and railway stations has been 
determined

• The property status of infrastructure and facilities was analyzed
• About 20 sections for detailed elaboration - development of projects have been 

proposed
• 15 abandoned railway stations were proposed for reconstruction 
• 4 conceptual design projects of the routes have been started (Lajkovac, 

Arandjelovac, Priboj, Uzice)
• An initiative to continue the green ways with neighboring countries has been 

launched .   



Abandoned railways in Serbia 
Serbia has about 1300 km of abandoned railway tracks, mostly 
narrow gauge. Unfortunately, another 1000 km is proposed for 
the abolition:
• Railways where public transport of passengers and goods was 

suspended: 421.5 km
• Railways on which the suspension of public transport of 

passengers and goods is proposed after subsequent analyzes: 
451,8 km

• Lines for which an agreement has been reached to transfer the 
management right to the province of Vojvodina, or the 
municipalities: 116,3 km

• Total proposed for the abolition of 990 km
                                                 
                                                 Source: Decision of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, from 29.9.2016. 



Network of Greenways in Serbia 



First greenway in Serbia – Uzice, awarded by EGWA



Section Priboj – Uvac with the first border crossing for cyclists between B&H and Serbia



Possibilities for reconstruction of railway stations 

2 types:
In cities: centers for civil sector associations with possibilities for “coworking”, museums, etc.
Out of cities: tourists’ or catering objects (restaurants, ethno centers, gastronomy, local 
folklore



  Abandoned stations in Serbia that are worth  rebuilding 



Proposal for rebuilding
Preljina railway station



Possibilities for rebuilding stations in B&H: Hum, before and now



Possibilities for rebuilding stations in B&H: Uvac before and now



Stations of the railway line Hum – Trebinje, that are worth rebuilding 



Proposal for a bicycle path in Trebinje – “Trebinje 8”



Possibilities for cross border cooperation – Proposal for 
establishing: “Western Balkans Green Ways Network”
 
• The proposal was already promoted and accepted in the Region
• Interest for connecting bordering municipalities between Serbia and 

B&H and B&H and Montenegro already exists
• Cross border cooperation already exists between Croatia and B&H 

and Slovenia and Croatia
• Connecting countries in the Region gives better chances for applying 

to several funds (Cross Border IPA funds, South East Europe – 
Transnational Co-operation Programme, etc.)



The new Euro Velo Route 

Proposal is to use the whole railway
line from Belgrade over Sarajevo to 
Dubrovnik as the new EVR

Criteria for getting Euro Velo label from  
 the European Cyclists’ Federation are:
• Route must be longer than 1000 km
• Route must pass through at lease 2 countries



CONCLUSIONS 

• Abandoned railway infrastructure, as a part of the industrial heritage 
deserves more detailed valorisation and defining its position  within the 
protected landscape context

• Forming bicycle / pedestrian paths on abandoned tracks and turning it into 
green ways contributes to the preservation of the cultural and industrial 
heritage and creates the conditions for sustainable tourism

• Corridors are protected and kept for the future for some new, technologically 
more perfect rail systems, which can be returned one day

• Inaccessible landscapes, natural beauties, become available
• Abandoned railway stations, in and out of settlements, provide great 

potential for multiple purposes and new activities and land uses
• New content, features and services create the conditions for strengthening 

the local economy and new jobs creation

  



Thank you for your attention!


